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Office Action Summary

Application No.

09/994,450

Applicant(s)

SAARE ET AL.

Examiner

Ian dai thi truong

Art Unit

2143

- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address »

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 03 MONTH(S) FROM
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 1 33).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1 .704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 28 November 2001 .

2a)\3 This action is FINAL. 2b)[3 This action is non-final.

3)D Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)^ Claim(s) 1-17 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)D Claim(s) is/are allowed.

6)E3 Claim(s) 1-1

7

is/are rejected.

7)D Claim(s) is/are objected to.

8)D Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)D The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)^ The drawing(s) filed on 28 November 2001 is/are: a)£3 accepted or b)D objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1 .85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11) The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)D Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)D All b)Q Some * c)D None of:

1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.Q Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. .

3.Q Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1)^ Notice of References Cited (PTO-892)

2)O Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948)

3) Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08)
Paper No(s)/Mail Date .

4) O Interview Summary (PTO-413)

Paper No(s)/Mail Date. .

5) CD Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)

6) Other: .
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DETAILED ACTION

Claim rejections-35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United

States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or on an international application by another who
has fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of section 371(c) of this title before the invention

thereof by the applicant for patent.

l) Claims 1-6 and 12-17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Rouse et al. (U.S. 2005/0159136), "Rouse", herein after.

Regarding to claims 1 and 12, which is exemplary with claims 3 and 14:

Rouse discloses the invention substantially as claimed, including a method and system,

which can be implemented in a computer hardware or software code for providing extensible

client calendar functions using a distributed computer network, comprising:

Receiving a request for calendar functions from a client: (Rouse discloses a method for

enabling a users to access server-based to request and receive a message such calendar

information: abstract, lines 1-10; page 2, right column, lines 35-56)

Accessing a Java server page corresponding to the request: (Rouse discloses a Request

Handler sends a response such as calendar page which can be written in Java or other
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programming languages back to a wireless device; therefrom the user can read the calendar, add

calendar, schedule meeting or fax calendar: page 4, left column, lines 1-30; figure 2, item 218)

Accessing a plurality of tags contained within the Java server page: (Rouse discloses the

users may send a request to a web server for viewing and editing the calendar through the

Internet. A calendar module may provide "a menu of options" which is equivalent to "extended

tags" such as option views, selected time frames and forms; therein the user can customize or

create a new scheduler: page 6, right column, lines 10-62; page 3, right column, lines 9-14, left

column, lines 3-1 1; page 2, right column, lines 49-51; page 7, left column, lines 1-18)

Processing the Java server page using the tags to access a calendar server for providing

the calendar functions: (Rouse discloses Get function and Post function are used for interacting

with information which is stored and maintained on the web server. The users may access the

web server to view and edit calendar through Internet by using various mobile development tools

such as html functions and components: page 3, right column, lines 9-14, left column, lines 3-11;

page 2, right column, lines 49-51; page 7, left column, lines 1-18)

Transmitting the processed Java server page, including information responsive to the

request for calendar functions, to the client: (Rouse discloses a Request handler and Page

generator may be responsible for creating calendar page which is sent to wireless device: page 4,

left column, lines 7-42)

Regarding to claims 2 and 13:

Rouse discloses a method as discuss in claims 1 and 12, which further includes accessing

the Java server page corresponding to the request, wherein the Java server page is retrieved from

a set of compiled Java server page classes: (Rouse discloses Servlet is a class derived from a
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HTTP servlet base class that receives Get, and Post function and other request form a client.

Then the Servlet interfaces with Request handler and Page generator for creating the response

such as calendar page to the user: page 3, right column, lines 50-62; page 4, left column, lines -

42)

Regarding to claims 4 and 15:

Rouse discloses a method as discuss in claims 1 and 12, which further includes providing

extended calendar functions by accessing a plurality of extended tags contained within the Java

server page, wherein the calendar functions are extended by adding the extended tags

corresponding to new calendar service functionality of the calendar server: (Rouse discloses a

calendar module may provide "a menu of options" which is equivalent to "extended tags" such

as option views, selected time frames and forms; therein the user can customize or create a new

scheduler: page 6, right column, lines 10-62)

Regarding to claims 5 and 16:

Rouse discloses a method as discuss in claims 1 and 12, which further includes

transmitting the processed Java server page to the client in accordance with WAP (wireless

application protocol) communication standards: (Rouse discloses a Wireless Application

Protocol (WAP) for wireless network communication between web server and the users: page 4,

left column, lines 1-4)

Regarding to claims 6 and 1 7:

Rouse discloses a method as discuss in claims 1 and 12, which further includes

transmitting the processed Java server page to the client in accordance with WML (wireless

markup language) communication standards: (Rouse discloses the Request handler and Page
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generator response the calendar which is written in WML format to the user: page 4, left column,

lines 1-42).

2) Claims 7-11 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Wang et

al. (U.S. 6,018,343), "Wang", herein after.

Regarding to claim 7:

Wang discloses the invention substantially as claimed, including a method, which can be

implemented in a computer hardware or software code for generating an extended Java server

page for providing extensible client calendar functions, comprising:

Invoking a Java server page using a page editor application to generate a new Java server

page: (Wang discloses a Capplet ™ is a specialized Java program that runs within a Web

Calendar. The user can actually activate a Capplet ™ that handles calendar events publishing.

The Capplet ™ collects user preference information, then responses "a message indicating the

status of the request" which is equivalent to "a new Java server page" to the user: column 10,

lines 48-67; column 11, lines 1-7; column 4, lines 50-59)

Specifying a command tag to build or reference a collection of objects: (Wang discloses

"Java-enable Web browser context and registration form" those are equivalent to "command

tags" those are used to collect user preference information: column 10, lines 45-67)

Specifying a collection tag that provides access to the collection; specifying a bean tag to

access individual objects inside the collection of objects, wherein the command tag, the

collection tag, and the bean tag are configured to provide access to calendar functions of a

calendar server: (Wang disclose the user can actually activate the Capplet ™ , then loads
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registration forms and Web browser context to provide the his/her preference information.

He/she sends the selected information to Java server for receiving schedule data. The Java server

sends back the message indicating the status of the request to the user: Figure 3; figure 3A;

column 10, lines 48-67; column 11, lines 1-7; column 6, lines 9-55)

Saving the new Java server page: (Wang discloses the user of the Web Calendar can

schedule events and stores "the new schedule event" which is equivalent to "new Java server

page" for future reference or public use: abstract, lines 8-11)

Regarding to claim 8:

Wang discloses a method as discuss in claim 7, which further includes wherein the new

Java server page includes HTML content and the tags from b), c), and d): (Wang discloses the

Web Calendar implemented in HTML: column 6, lines 8-21)

Regarding to claims 9 and 10:

Wang discloses a method as discuss in claim 8, which further includes wherein the tags

are configured to provide dynamic content for the Java server page: (Wang discloses "a Java

visual table includes rows, columns, and cells" which is equivalent to tags, therein the users can

provide their preference information to the Java server for lately receiving scheduler page, this

process is shared functionality with "wherein the tags are configured to provide dynamic content

for the Java server page": column 3, lines 35-67)

Regarding to claim 11:

Wang discloses a method as discuss in claim 7, which further includes wherein the tags

from b), c), and d) are selected from a tag library configured to provide access to a plurality of
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functions of the calendar server: (Wang discloses a Java GUI foundation library which supports

calendar applets: column 3, lines 62-65)

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to lan dai thi truong whose telephone number is 571-272-7959. The

examiner can normally be reached on monday- friday from 8:30am to 5:00 pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, David Wiley can be reached on (571) 272-3923. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

Conclusion

Lan Dai Thi Truong

Examiner

Art Unit 2143

Ldt

08/31/2005


